
Porsche
Taycan
9 User Interface improvements *

*(All at Zero cost)



1.) Keep the settings when car 
powered off.

Electric sports sounds is a 
chargeable option at £354/$500 
but must be enabled every time 
the car is powered on

Suggestion : store the user 
setting to save the driver having 
to navigate a number of menus 
and avoid having to store this on
the programmable button for 
pressing each time the Taycan is 
started.

Save settings 
when car 

powered off



2.) Remove Notification 
from main panel navigation

Existing
Layout

New 
Icon

Ability to switch key views 
(Normal ,Chassis, Battery)

Battery 
information

Notifications are rarely used by most drivers 
and when you click the item it shows a blank 
‘no notifications screen’. This ties up prime 
dashboard ‘real estate’

Suggestion : replace notification icon with with
a ‘car info’ button and show most pertinent 
information such as battery info and allow 
Taycan image to be clicked to switch between 
full view, chassis view, suspension view etc

Proposed 
Layout



3.) Programmable Steering Wheel 
Button

Suggestion : You can program this 
button including setting to previous or 
next track but suggestion is to allow one 
click and two click actions

e.g. one click next track, two clicks for 
previous track



4.) Allow next track from steering 
wheel button.

If the right dashboard ‘circle’ is on 
music then the steering wheel 
button indicated currently does 
nothing.

Proposal is that this button can be 
configured to skip to next music 
track.



5.) Main Screen 3rd row of icons

Suggestion : The third row of 
icons is difficult to navigate to 
as it requires scrolling whilst 
driving.

Much better to have two rows 
with more icons per row than 
three rows

Loose profile 
switch on this 

screen

Replace with 
more icons



6.) Maps in powermode

Suggestion:

Allow maps to be shown as an 
option in right instrument cluster 
dial.

This allows power meter to be 
displayed and map at the same 
time

New Option



7.) Replace Innodrive Audi Car

Suggestion:

Replace Audi car icon in 
innodrive with classic Porsche 
icon ☺

Audi !



8.) Left hand side navigation

Left side icons are difficult to 
use whilst driving as far away 
from driver and very small.

Suggestion : change icon size 
and make vertical rather than 
grouped together

Current layout 
bunched 
together

Proposed 
layout



8.) Left side Icons 

Left side icons are difficult to 
use whilst driving as far away 
from driver and very small.

Suggestion : Spread further 
diown



9.) Fix UI Bugs

Suggestion:

The chassis view is sometimes shown 
behind the menu text on the right-
hand side when the car is powered on 
rather than the correct location of the 
left-side so it overlaps the menu text

Correct

Bug


